A complex structure has many uncertain factors and how to make a more accurate analysis on the structure reliability by a method is the key in engineering calculation. Rough 
Introduction
As defined in unified standard [1] for design of structure reliability index, structure reliability index is the capacity of the structure to complete predetermined functions in specified time and specified condition and the corresponding probability is degree of reliability. Specified time means the designed service life namely the time that the structure or the member can be used for predetermined purpose without overhaul. Specified condition means "three normal", namely normal design, normal construction and normal predetermined function use which means security, applicability and durability.
Traditional reliability calculation method based on probability theory and mathematical statistics is called probability reliability calculation method and is also called conventional reliability calculation method. Common structure reliability calculation method includes firstorder second-moment method, high-order high-moment method, optimization method, response surface method, Monte Carlo method and random finite element method.
There are many uncertain factors in all kinds of engineering structures, such as physical property, geometrical parameters and carried load (such as wind load, wave load and seismic load etc.). People fail to determine the value of them in advance and influence of uncertain factors on structure becomes more and more serious due to the limitation of conditions. Traditional uncertain information processing method includes fuzzy set theory, evidence theory and probability statistics theory etc.
Literature research [2, 3] indicates that, probability reliability calculation method is sensitive to the probability model parameters and small error of probability data may lead to a bigger error of structure reliability calculation, so probability reliability theory faces a huge challenge. Therefore, the Thesis uses rough set theory to calculate the structure reliability index and to simulate the uncertainty of the structure to describe the uncertain parameters of the structure into rough variables and uses the maximum uncertainty degree allowed by the structure to measure the reliability so as to obtain the reliability index of the structure and this method is accurate both in the variable expression and calculation result. 
Basic Theory of Rough Set
Rough set theory [4] is a theory to process inaccurate, uncertain and incomplete data, can effectively analyze inaccurate, inconsistent, imperfect and all kinds of incomplete information, and is a powerful tool in relation to data inference. It was firstly put forward by Pawlak, a Poland scientist, in 1982. It mainly has the following advantages: it only relies on original data and does not require any external information and prior information such as probability distribution in statistics and degree of membership in fuzzy set theory and the like, so its description or processing for the uncertainty of the problems can be said to be relatively objective; although other mathematical methods processing uncertain and fuzzy problems also work out the approximate value, such as fuzzy set and evidence theory etc., the difference is that rough set obtains approximate value via calculation with mathematical formula while fuzzy set and other theories can only obtain approximate result relying on statistical method; it not only applies to mass attribute analysis but also applies to quantity attribute analysis; it reduces the attribute of redundancy and the reduction algorithm is relatively simple and the decision rule set derived from rough set model gives minimum knowledge representation; it does not correct the inconsistency but divides the generated inconsistent rules into certainty rules and possibility rules; the derived result is easy to understand etc.; it can discover the abnormity in the data and remove the noise interference in the knowledge discovery process; it is in favor of parallel execution to improve discovery efficiency; compared to fuzzy set method or neural network method, decision rules obtained via rough set method and the inference process are easier to be verified and explained.
Definition 1 [5] defines a knowledge representation system
, lower approximation, upper approximation, minus zone, border zone and approximate precision of set X about I are respectively
It can be learned from the definition of rough and fuzzy set that, for fuzzy set FX ,
It can then be learned from the definition of fuzzy set [7] that,
It can be learned from the definition of rough membership function and rough set model [6] [7] [8] 
In this way, membership function of fuzzy variables and probability of random variables are not required to be considered in structure reliability analysis and all kinds of uncertain variables are expressed as unified rough set variables, which brings great convenience to the calculation.
Structure Reliability Analysis Based on Rough Set
is set to be n rough variables influencing the structure functions and X can be geometric dimension of the structure, physical and mechanics parameters of materials and function carried by the structure and the like. Random function'
is called the performance function (or invalid function) of the structure. G is also a rough variable after calculation and its mean value and dispersion are respectively ( 1 3 ) It can be learned from interval reliability analysis model [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] that, in case of
, it means that the structure is in reliable state, in case of
, it means that the structure is in invalid state, and in case of
, it means that the structure is in either reliable state or invalid state namely in uncertain state and belongs to invalid state to the extent of strict significance.
Performance Function of Double Rough Variables
Performance function
( 1 4 ) Where 1 X and 2 X are respectively the strength and rough variable of stress of the structure. On the basis of the above analysis on rough variables, take It can be learned that,
Non-linear Performance Function of Rough Variable
Aiming at general non-linear performance function, assume that
is rough variable on standardization and it can be learned from interval reliability analysis model that, the greater Z , the farther the structure will be to the invalid zone and the structure is in reliable state [14] .
Analysis of examples Example 1 Linear performance function
, where the Table 1 for Attribute Decision Information of Performance function of rough variables is as follows: 
Conclusion
There are all kinds of uncertain variables in engineering structure analysis and rough set theory can make it convenient to simulate the uncertainty of the structure and describe the uncertain parameters of the structure into rough interval variables. A new calculation method for structure reliability index is put forward in accordance with structure non-probability reliability analysis method and in utilization of interval reliability analysis theory. This method more fully considers the influence of uncertainty of variables on the structure, improves the accuracy of structure reliability calculation and provides analysis of examples. 
